
9781472147042
Robinson
$17.99 USD
Paperback

'An empowering read . . . it is refreshing to see somebody
celebrate the role that black Britons have played in this
island's long and complicated history'
DAVID LAMMY, author of Tribes, in 'The best books of
2020', the Guardian

'Timely and so important . . . recognition is long overdue . .
. I would ...

100 Great Black Britons

9780316436427
Black Dog & Leventhal
$19.99 USD
Hardcover

A comprehensive, entertaining look at heroes,
heroines, and critical moments from African
American history -- from the slave trade to the
Black Lives Matter movement -- by award-winning
author Jabari Asim.

Jabari Asim goes beyond what's taught in the classroom to
reveal a fact-filled history of Afric...

A Child's Introduction to African American
History: The Experiences, People, and Events That
Shaped Our Country

9781546012566
WorthyKids
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

This emotional and honest picture book explores a
racist encounter from the perspective of a young
Black boy, while offering a message of
unconditional love and acceptance to soothe the
pain of blind prejudice.

In this story based on the author's childhood, a young
Black boy confronts his first exper...

A Door Made for Me

9780316535540
Little, Brown Spark
$28.00 USD
Hardcover

The sensational true story of George Dinning, a
freed slave, who in 1899 joined forces with a
Confederate war hero in search of justice in the Jim
Crow south. “Taut and tense. Inspiring and
terrifying in its timelessness.”(Colson Whitehead,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Underground
Railroad )...

A Shot in the Moonlight: How a Freed Slave and
a Confederate Soldier Fought for Justice in the Jim
Crow South

9781523525706
Algonquin Young Readers
$9.99 USD
Paperback

In this expansive collection of history, meet ten
real-life kings, queens, inventors, scholars, and
visionaries who lived in Africa thousands of years
ago and changed the world.

Black history begins thousands of years ago with the
many cultures and people of the African continent.
Through portraits o...

African Icons: Ten People Who Shaped History

9781526318169
Wayland
$13.99 USD
Paperback

Discover the fascinating history of African
migration, from thousands of years ago to the 21st
Century.

Newly updated, African Migrations explores the history of
migration from Africa, from the forced migrations of
slavery and the experiences of life in the Americas to the
political and economic migr...

African Migrations

9780786810772
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$9.99 USD
Paperback Picture Book

An informative and inspiring biography of Alvin
Ailey, the great African-American dancer and
choreographer, created by TheNew York Times
bestselling and award-winning duo Andrea David
Pinkney and Brian Pinkey. 
 
Since he was a young boy in Navasota, Texas, Alvin Ailey
loved to stomp his feed and clap...

Alvin Ailey

9780316473125
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$18.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

#1 New York Times Bestselling and award-
winning author of The Undefeated, Kwame
Alexander, pens a powerful picture book that tells
the story of American slavery through the voice of
a teacher struggling to help her students
understand its harrowing history.

From the fireside tales in an African vill...

An American Story
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9780316298025
Christy Ottaviano Books
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

A powerful biography in poems about a trailblazing
artist and a pillar of the Harlem Renaissance.

Augusta Savage was arguably the most influential
American artist of the 1930s. A gifted sculptor, Savage was
commissioned to create a portrait bust of W.E.B. Du Bois
for the New York Public Library. Sh...

Augusta Savage: The Shape of a Sculptor's Life

9781546012689
Worthy Books
$17.99 USD
Paperback

"Bamboozled by Jesus is real talk about deep faith
put in practice from a woman committed to living a
life of vision, purpose, service and success."—Kerry
Washington, actress, producer, & director

Thriving stand-up comic and actress Yvonne
Orji—best known as Issa Rae's BFF on the HBO
series, Insecure...

Bamboozled By Jesus: How God Tricked Me into
the Life of My Dreams

9780316555418
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$9.99 USD
Paperback

The first memoir for young readers by sports
legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.

At one time, Lew Alcindor was just another kid from New
York City with all the usual problems: He struggled with
fitting in, pleasing a strict father, and overcoming shyness
that made him feel socially awkward. But with a talent...

Becoming Kareem: Growing Up On and Off the
Court

9780316498166
jimmy patterson
$16.99 USD
Hardcover

The critically acclaimed #1 New York Times
bestseller! Two heavy-hitters in children's literature
deliver an electrifying biographical novel of cultural
icon Muhammad Ali. 

Before he was a household name, Cassius Clay was a kid
with struggles like any other. Powerhouse authors Kwame
Alexander and Ja...

Becoming Muhammad Ali

9780316033824
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Paperback Picture Book

In this companion book to the bestselling I Love My Hair, a
young boy, Miles, makes his first trip to the barbershop
with his father. Like most little boys, he is afraid of the
sharp scissors, the buzzing razor, and the prospect of
picking a new hairstyle. But with the support of his dad,
the barber...

Bippity Bop Barbershop

9781529377637
Coronet
$24.99 USD
Hardcover

"An inspiring read from start to finish. It is not
often you get to read a compilation of experiences
and insight from such a diverse variety of Black
British talent, who have all excelled in their chosen
field. The wisdom shared in the book will be
invaluable for budding scientists, politicians, sp...

Black and Great: The Careers Manifesto

9781645036951
Bold Type Books
$29.00 USD
Hardcover

A vital narrative history of 1970s pro basketball,
and the Black players who shaped the NBA

Against a backdrop of ongoing resistance to
racial desegregation and strident calls for Black Power, the
NBA in the 1970s embodied the nation’s imagined descent
into disorder. A new generation of Black players...

Black Ball: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Spencer
Haywood, and the Generation that Saved the Soul
of the NBA

9780762481514
Black Dog & Leventhal
$35.00 USD
Hardcover

With iconic imagery and engrossing text, Black TV
is the first book of its kind to celebrate the
groundbreaking, influential, and often under-
appreciated shows centered on Black people and
their experiences from the last fifty years.
 
Over the past decade, television has seen an explosion of
acclai...

Black TV: Five Decades of Groundbreaking
Television from Soul Train to Black-ish and Beyond
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9781580058186
Seal Press
$30.00 USD
Hardcover

In this analysis of social history, examine the
complex lineage of America's oppression of Black
companionship.

According to the 2010 US census, more than seventy
percent of Black women in America are unmarried. Black
Women, Black Love reveals how four centuries of laws,
policies, and customs have cr...

Black Women, Black Love: America's War on
African American Marriage

9780465093229
Basic Books
$18.99 USD
Paperback

An “engrossing and important book" (Wall Street
Journal) that brings to life the fateful friendship
between Malcolm X and Muhammad Ali

In 1962, boxing writers and fans considered Cassius Clay
an obnoxious self-promoter, and few believed that he
would become the heavyweight champion of the world.
But...

Blood Brothers: The Fatal Friendship Between
Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X

9780316514392
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$21.99 USD
Hardcover

From former Chief Official White House
Photographer Pete Souza comes a book for young
readers that highlights Barack Obama's historic
presidency and the qualities and actions that make
him so beloved.

Pete Souza served as Chief Official White House
Photographer for President Obama's full two terms. H...

Dream Big Dreams: Photographs from Barack
Obama's Inspiring and Historic Presidency (Young
Readers)

9780316475099
LB Kids
$8.99 USD
Board Book

This beautifully illustrated board book edition
of Little Leaders: Bold Women in Black History by
#1 New York Times bestselling author Vashti
Harrison showcases women who changed the
world, and is the perfect goodnight book to inspire
big dreams.

Dream Big, Little One features eighteen trailblazing B...

Dream Big, Little One

9781546034339
WorthyKids
$7.99 USD
Board Book

Celebrate the hopes and dreams you have for your
little one with this rhyming board book that
inspires children to dream big, work hard, and trust
in God.
 
In Dream Big, My Precious One,a whimsical narrator
explores the boundless potential of a child's future,
imagining what the child will love as he...

Dream Big, My Precious One

9781546034322
WorthyKids
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

Celebrate the hopes and dreams you have for your
little one with this rhyming picture book that
inspires children to dream big, work hard, and trust
in God.
 
In Dream Big, My Precious One, a narrator wonders what
a young child will enjoy as he or she grows up—sports, art,
music? The narrator imagines...

Dream Big, My Precious One

9780786814206
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Paperback Picture Book

A joyful biography of jazz pioneer Duke Ellington,
recognized with a Caldecott Honor and Coretta
Scott King Award Honor, brought to life by a
bestselling husband and wife duo.

Born in 1899, Duke Ellington was the forerunner in the
evolution of jazz. By the time he was nineteen he was
playing at parti...

Duke Ellington: The Piano Prince and His
Orchestra (Caldecott Honor Book)

9780316457194
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$18.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

Based on Karyn Parson's critically acclaimed Sweet
Blackberry video series comes the story of Bessie
Coleman, the first African American female to earn
her pilot's license.

Before Bessie Coleman blazed a high trail with her plane . .
. Before she performed in death-defying flying shows that
would ear...

Flying Free: How Bessie Coleman's Dreams Took
Flight
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9781484749593
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Paperback Picture Book

A thought-provoking portrait of celebrated human-
rights activist Frederick Douglass by the acclaimed
author of To Dare Mighty Things and Martin's Big
Words.

Frederick Douglass was born a slave. He was taken from
his mother as a baby, and separated from his
grandparents when he was six. He suffered hu...

Frederick's Journey: The Life of Frederick
Douglass

9781423114383
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

A thought-provoking portrait of celebrated human-
rights activist Frederick Douglass by the acclaimed
author of To Dare Mighty Things and Martin's Big
Words.

Frederick Douglass was born a slave. He was taken from
his mother as a baby, and separated from his
grandparents when he was six. He suffered hu...

Frederick's Journey: The Life of Frederick
Douglass

9781648290169
Artisan
$40.00 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

Named a Best Cookbook of 2022 by Barnes &
Noble
 
Named a Best Cookbook of Fall 2022 by Food &
Wine, Forbes, Philadelphia Inquirer, Publishers
Weekly, The Takeout, and more

An American Library Association CODES Essential
Cookbook of the Year

Shortlisted for The Art of Eating Prize

“This year’s most impo...

Ghetto Gastro Presents Black Power Kitchen

9780316262262
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Paperback

A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black
boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections
through history, from award-winning author Jewell
Parker Rhodes.

Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it
better.

Twelve-year-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who
mistakes his ...

Ghost Boys

9781645030133
Bold Type Books
$28.00 USD
Hardcover

An unexpected family photograph leads Dionne
Ford to uncover the stories of her enslaved female
ancestors, reclaim their power, and begin to heal 

Countless Black Americans descended from slavery are
related to the enslavers who bought and sold their
ancestors. Among them is Dionne Ford, whose great ...

Go Back and Get It: A Memoir of Race,
Inheritance, and Intergenerational Healing

9798887770338
Nosy Crow
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

This heart-warming and heartfelt debut picture book from
multi-award-winning author Patrice Lawrence introduces
the struggles and achievements of a generation of African
Caribbeans who traveled across the Atlantic to call a new
country home.

Ava is asked to dress up as an inspirational figure for her...

Granny Came Here on the Empire Windrush

9780316322379
Christy Ottaviano Books
$18.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

This richly informative and gorgeously illustrated
book celebrates Harlem’s vibrant traditions, past
and present.

A is for Apollo Theatre
L is for Liberation Bookstore
U is for Uptown 

Discover the Harlem icons that have defined generations
of American culture. Harlem is full of remarkable
treasures,...

H Is for Harlem

9781423142577
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$19.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

In this New York Times Notable Children's Book
and winner of the Coretta Scott King Author
Award, follow the life stories of ten Black men in
American history and the legacies they left that
forever changed the country.

Hand in Hand presents the stories of ten men from
different eras in American hist...

Hand in Hand: Ten Black Men Who Changed
America (Coretta Scott King Author Award Winner)
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9781484788417
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Board Book

The groundbreaking picture book by legendary
author bell hooks and multi-Caldecott Medalist
Chris Raschka that celebrates hair, perfect for fans
of Hair Love and I Love My Hair!

Happy with hair all short and strong.Happy with locks that
twist and curl.
Just all girl happy!Happy to be nappy hair!

Nomi...

Happy to Be Nappy

9780316496339
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$19.99 USD
Paperback

Celebrate one of the most important periods of
American cultural history: the Harlem Renaissance!
This National Book Award Finalist takes a
breathtaking, in-depth look at this fascinating era
featuring beautiful illustrations, poetry, and prose.

Determined to make a new start for themselves at the d...

Harlem Stomp!: A Cultural History of the Harlem
Renaissance (National Book Award Finalist)

9780316155946
Back Bay Books
$17.99 USD
Paperback

The definitive biography of one of the most
courageous women in American history "reveals
Harriet Tubman to be even more remarkable than
her legend" (Newsday).

Celebrated for her exploits as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad, Harriet Tubman has entered history
as one of nineteenth-century Ameri...

Harriet Tubman: The Road to Freedom

9781643753867
Algonquin Books
$29.00 USD
Hardcover

In this joyous collection of essays about historically
Black colleges and universities, alumni both
famous and up-and-coming write testimonials
about the schools and experiences that shaped
their lives and made them who they are today.

Edited by the host of NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday,
Ayesha Rascoe...

HBCU Made: A Celebration of the Black College
Experience

9780762480326
Running Press Adult
$26.00 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

A vibrant collection of biographies and illustrated
portraits that capture the brilliance of more than
thirty American icons, Historically Black is a
celebration of Black excellence in fields ranging
from politics to STEM, sports to pop culture, and
more.

From the moment the first HBCU was founded in...

Historically Black: American Icons Who
Attended HBCUs

9780316492928
Little, Brown and
Company
$18.99 USD
Paperback

This “important and timely” (Drew Faust, Harvard
Magazine) #1 New York Times bestseller
examines the legacy of slavery in America—and
how both history and memory continue to shape
our everyday lives.

Beginning in his hometown of New Orleans, Clint Smith
leads the reader on an unforgettable tour of m...

How the Word Is Passed: A Reckoning with the
History of Slavery Across America

9781568588490
Bold Type Books
$17.99 USD
Paperback

This celebration of Black resistance, from protests
to art to sermons to joy, offers a blueprint for the
fight for freedom and justice -- and ideas for how
each of us can contribute

Many of us are facing unprecedented attacks on our
democracy, our privacy, and our hard-won civil rights. If
you're Bla...

How We Fight White Supremacy: A Field
Guide to Black Resistance

9780762475605
Running Press Kids
$17.99 USD
Hardcover

Learn the power of language and love with this
empowering alphabet book of affirmations to
inspire and remind Black children of their inner
power, strength, and worth. 

From A is for Afro, to J is for Justice, to R is for Rally, this
alphabet book offers affirmations featuring Black children
and rol...

I Affirm Me: The ABCs of Inspiration for Black
Kids
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9781523514571
Workman Publishing
Company
$16.99 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

Bold statements, compelling quotes, and
thoughtful prompts lead young Black girls on a
journey of ancestral wisdom and self-discovery in
this beautifully illustrated guided journal.

I AM a voice for my people.  I CAN create my own
opportunities.  I WILL live with hope.
 
These and other powerful mant...

I Am, I Can, I Will: A Guided Journal of
Self-Discovery for Black Girls

9780316525589
LB Kids
$7.99 USD
Board Book

A modern classic, this whimsical story has been
celebrating the beauty of African-American hair for
over 20 years!

In this imaginative, evocative story, a girl named Keyana
discovers the beauty and magic of her special hair,
encouraging black children to be proud of their heritage
and enhancing self...

I Love My Hair!

9780316523752
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$8.99 USD
Paperback Picture Book

A modern classic, this whimsical story has been
celebrating the beauty of African-American hair for
over 20 years!

In this imaginative, evocative story, a girl named Keyana
discovers the beauty and magic of her special hair,
encouraging black children to be proud of their heritage
and enhancing self...

I Love My Hair!

9780316459945
LB Kids
$7.99 USD
Board Book

Now with a refreshed cover, this heartfelt
companion to the top-selling I Love My Hair is a
must-have addition for every bookshelf.

A young boy named Miles makes his first trip to the
barbershop with his father -- but he's afraid that the
haircut will hurt! With the support of his dad, the barber,
an...

I Love My Haircut!

9781546029427
Worthy Books
$17.99 USD
Paperback

In this powerful memoir, the creator of the viral
videos "Before You Call the Cops" and "Walking
While Black", Tyler Merritt, shares his experiences
as a Black man in America with truth, humor, and
poignancy.

Tyler Merritt's video "Before You Call the Cops" has been
viewed millions of times. He's ap...

I Take My Coffee Black: Reflections on Tupac,
Musical Theater, Faith, and Being Black in America

9781546029410
Worthy Books
$26.00 USD
Hardcover

In the wake of his deeply powerful viral videos
("Before You Call the Cops" and "Walking While
Black"), Tyler Merritt shares his experiences as a
black man in America with truth, humor, and
poignancy.

Tyler Merritt's video "Before You Call the Cops" has been
viewed millions of times. He's appeared o...

I Take My Coffee Black: Reflections on Tupac,
Musical Theater, Faith, and Being Black in America

9798887770345
Nosy Crow
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

What will Maya be when she grows up? A rocket
scientist like Annie Easley? An Olympic athlete like
Alice Coachman? A brain surgeon like Alexa
Canady?

In this heart-warming and funny story, Maya discovers the
achievements of some amazing Black women . . . but it's
a brave Nigerian princess who really ...

I'm Going to Be a Princess

9781643753041
Algonquin Books
$27.00 USD
Hardcover

From Ross Gay, the New York Times bestselling
author of The Book of Delights, comes an intimate
and electrifying collection of essays about the joy
that comes from connection. “BRILLIANT.” —Ada
Limón, U.S. poet laureate
 
In these gorgeously written and timely pieces,
prizewinning poet and author Gay ...

Inciting Joy: Essays
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9780762482818
Running Press Kids
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

"Fans of Antiracist Baby (2000) by Ibram X. Kendi,
illustrated by Ashley Lukashevsky, and Woke Baby
(2018) by Mahogany L. Browne, illustrated by
Theodore Taylor III, will enjoy this motivating
book." (Kirkus Reviews) 

An inspirational picture book for BIPOC children
about the power of big dreams—for ...

Keep Dreaming, Black Child

9780316461696
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

Natasha Anastasia Tarpley returns with a breakout
new picture book series all about Keyana, the
protagonist of her bestselling title I Love My Hair!,
and the people and places she adores.

Keyana’s always full of big ideas. Her latest and greatest
plan is to host a perfect family movie night. From aun...

Keyana Loves Her Family

9780316475112
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$16.99 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

Meet the little leaders. They're brave. They're bold.
They changed the world.

Featuring 40 trailblazing black women in history, this book
educates and inspires as it relates true stories of women
who broke boundaries and exceeded all expectations,
including:

Nurse Mary S...

Little Leaders: Bold Women in Black History

9780316475143
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

Author-illustrator Vashti Harrison shines a bold,
joyous light on black men through history in this
#1 New York Times bestseller.

An important book for readers of all ages, this beautifully
illustrated and engagingly written volume brings to life true
stories of black men in history. Among these bio...

Little Legends: Exceptional Men in Black
History

9780349017440
Virago
$19.99 USD
Paperback

I once believed that we only had to put in place the
conditions for equality for the remnants of old-fashioned
sexism in our culture to wither away. I am ready to admit
that I was wrong.'
 
 Empowerment, liberation, choice. Once the watchwords
of feminism, these terms have now been co-opted by a
socie...

Living Dolls: The Return of Sexism

9780316548182
Back Bay Books
$22.99 USD
Paperback

"Essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand history – and then go out and change
it." –President Barack Obama
 
Nelson Mandela was one of the great moral and political
leaders of his time: an international hero whose lifelong
dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South
Afric...

Long Walk to Freedom: The Autobiography of
Nelson Mandela

9780316536738
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$7.99 USD
Paperback

From a bestselling and award-winning husband
and wife team comes an innovative, beautifully
illustrated novel that delivers a front-row seat to
the groundbreaking moments in history that led to
African Americans earning the right to vote.

"Right here, I'm sharing the honest-to-goodness." --
Loretta

"I...

Loretta Little Looks Back: Three Voices Go Tell
It

9781538723692
Legacy Lit
$30.00 USD
Hardcover

In the tradition of The Immortal Life
of Henrietta Lacks, a page-turning 93-year history
of Crownsville Hospital, one of the nation’s last
segregated asylums, that New York
Times bestselling author Clint Smith describes as
“a book that left me breathless.”

On a cold day in March of 1911, officials m...

Madness: Race and Insanity in a Jim Crow
Asylum
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9780786807147
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$18.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

ThisCaldecott Honor, Coretta Scott King Honor, and
New York Times Book Review Best Illustrated
Children’s Book picture book biography of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., brings his life and the
profound nature of his message to young children
through his own words.

Martin Luther King, Jr., was one of the...

Martin's Big Words: The Life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. (Caldecott Honor Book)

9780316194761
Back Bay Books
$22.99 USD
Paperback

The definitive biography of a legendary athlete.

The Shrug. The Shot. The Flu Game. Michael Jordan is
responsible for sublime moments so ingrained in sports
history that they have their own names. When most
people think of him, they think of his beautiful shots with
the game on the line, his body to...

Michael Jordan: The Life

9781526361103
Wren & Rook
$12.99 USD
Paperback

This is the absolutely astonishing, fantastically
feminist and, best of all, totally true story of one
amazingly inspirational global icon!

Meet the marvellous Michelle Obama: A+ student,
passionate piano player, and a girl who's not afraid to
dream big. Determined to make the world a better place,
t...

Michelle Obama: The Fantastically Feminist (and
Totally True) Story of the Inspirational Activist and
Campaigner

9781640499157
Moon Travel
$24.99 USD
Paperback

The U.S. Civil Rights Trail offers a vivid glimpse into
the story of Black America's fight for freedom and
equality. From eye-opening landmarks to
celebrations of triumph over adversity, experience
a tangible piece of history with Moon U.S. Civil
Rights Trail.

Flexible Itineraries: Travel the entire ...

Moon U.S. Civil Rights Trail: A Traveler's Guide
to the People, Places, and Events that Made the
Movement

9781771386197
Kids Can Press
$19.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

When Filbert P. Horsefeathers walks into George Crum's
restaurant, he tells the waitress, “I have a hankering for a
heaping helping of potatoes.” Fine cook that he is, George
prepares a serving of his most scrumptious, succulent and
sublime potato wedges, only to have Filbert send them
back. “Too th...

Mr. Crum's Potato Predicament

9780316478854
Christy Ottaviano Books
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

Discover the remarkable relationship between
Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X, and how their bond
affected the movement for Black pride and
independence in the 1960s in this nonfiction book
for young readers.
 

Freshly adapted for young readers, this in-depth portrait
showcases the complex bond between M...

Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X: The Fatal
Friendship (A Young Readers Adaptation of Blood
Brothers)

9781525310850
Kids Can Press
$9.99 USD
Paperback

Often shocking, always compelling, Afua Cooper's novel is
based on the life of Henry Bibb, an American slave who
after repeated attempts escaped in 1841 to become an
anti-slavery speaker, author and founder of a Black
newspaper. Cooper takes painstakingly researched details
about slavery and weaves ...

My Name Is Henry Bibb: A Story of Slavery and
Freedom

9781525310867
Kids Can Press
$9.99 USD
Paperback

This is the remarkable story of Phillis Wheatley, who is
born into an African family of griots, or storytellers, but
captured by slave raiders and forced aboard a slave ship,
where appalling conditions spell death for many of her
companions. Numerous sharks follow the ship, feeding on
the corpses of...

My Name Is Phillis Wheatley: A Story of
Slavery and Freedom
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9780306925900
Legacy Lit
$30.00 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

Nautilus Book Awards' Better Books for a Better
World

A Movement in Words and Images
 
Award-winning photographer Devin Allen has devoted the
last six years to documenting the protests of the Black
Lives Matter movement, from its early days in Baltimore,
Maryland, up to the present day. The riveting ...

No Justice, No Peace: From the Civil Rights
Movement to Black Lives Matter

9781616201296
Algonquin Books
$16.95 USD
Paperback

In the 1960s he exhorted students at Columbia University
to burn their college to the ground. Today he’s chair of their
School of the Arts film division. Jamal Joseph’s personal
odyssey—from the streets of Harlem to Riker’s Island and
Leavenworth to the halls of Columbia—is as gripping as it
is insp...

Panther Baby

9781616205508
Algonquin Young Readers
$10.95 USD
Paperback

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

The page-turning, heart-wrenching true story of
one young woman willing to risk her safety and
even her life for a chance at freedom in the largest
slave escape attempt in American history.

In 1848, thirteen-year-old Emily Edmonson, five of her
siblings, and seventy other enslaved pe...

Passenger on the Pearl: The True Story of Emily
Edmonson's Flight from Slavery

9780316196819
Back Bay Books
$19.99 USD
Paperback

This "comprehensive and illuminating" biography
of the Queen of Soul (USA Today) was hailed
by Rolling Stone as "a remarkably complex portrait
of Aretha Franklin's music and her tumultuous
life." 

Aretha Franklin began life as the golden daughter of a
progressive and promiscuous Baptist preacher. Rai...

Respect: The Life of Aretha Franklin

9780316365215
Little, Brown Spark
$28.00 USD
Hardcover

***INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER***
Disrupt and push back against capitalism and
white supremacy. In this book, Tricia Hersey, aka
The Nap Bishop, encourages us to connect to the
liberating power of rest, daydreaming, and naps as
a foundation for healing and justice.

What would it be like to live...

Rest Is Resistance: A Manifesto

9781541600409
Basic Books
$32.00 USD
Hardcover

An acclaimed sportswriter offers an inside look at
the Black quarterbacks whose skill and grit
transformed the NFL 

In Rocket Men, John Eisenberg offers the definitive history
of Black quarterbacks in the NFL—men who shaped not
only the history of football but the cause of civil rights in
America. Fr...

Rocket Men: The Black Quarterbacks Who
Revolutionized Pro Football

9780306824852
Da Capo Press
$22.99 USD
Paperback

Based off of the bestselling author's family history,
this novel tells the story of Kunta Kinte, who is sold
into slavery in the United States where he and his
descendants live through major historic events.

When Roots was first published forty years ago, the book
electrified the nation: it received...

Roots: The Saga of an American Family

9781538737835
Grand Central Publishing
$18.99 USD
Paperback

This definitive guide to America's present-day
racial reckoning examines the forces that pushed
our unjust system to its breaking point after the
death of George Floyd.

For many, the story of the weeks of protests in the
summer of 2020 began with the horrific nine minutes and
twenty-nine seconds whe...

Say Their Names: How Black Lives Came to
Matter in America
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9780762475162
Running Press Kids
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Paper over
boards

A fully illustrated middle-grade anthology
celebrating Black women singers throughout
history in a first-of-its-kind collection.

Winner of the 2022 JJA Jazz Awards for Book of
Year about Jazz

From jazz and blues, hip hop and R&B, pop, punk, and
opera, Black women have made major contributions to
the h...

She Raised Her Voice!: 50 Black Women Who
Sang Their Way Into Music History

9781472142337
Robinson
$17.99 USD
Paperback

'Engrossing and powerful . . . rich and thought-
provoking'
Fara Dabhoiwala, Guardian

'Path-breaking . . . a major rewriting of history'
Mihir Bose, Irish Times

'Slave Empire is lucid, elegant and forensic. It deals
with appalling horrors in cool and convincing
prose.'
The Economist

The British empire, in ...

Slave Empire: How Slavery Built Modern Britain

9781645030393
Bold Type Books
$22.99 USD
Paperback

Now a Netflix documentary

The National Book Award winning history of how
racist ideas were created, spread, and deeply
rooted in American society.

Some Americans insist that we're living in a post-racial
society. But racist thought is not just alive and well in
America -- it is more sophisticated an...

Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive
History of Racist Ideas in America

9781568584638
Bold Type Books
$32.99 USD
Hardcover

 The National Book Award winning history of how
racist ideas were created, spread, and deeply
rooted in American society.

Some Americans insist that we're living in a post-racial
society. But racist thought is not just alive and well in
America -- it is more sophisticated and more insidious than
eve...

Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive
History of Racist Ideas in America

9780316453691
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

This crucial, empowering, #1 New York Times
bestselling exploration of racism—and
antiracism—in America makes critical ideas
accessible for teen readers, adapted from Ibram X.
Kendi's National Book Award-winning Stamped
from the Beginning.

This is NOT a history book.
This is a book about the here and ...

Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You: A
Remix of the National Book Award-winning
Stamped from the Beginning

9781523507498
Workman Publishing
Company
$14.95 USD
Hardcover

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

B is for Beautiful, Brave, and Bright! And for a Book
that takes a Bold journey through the alphabet of
Black history and culture.
 
Letter by letter, The ABCs of Black History celebrates a
story that spans continents and centuries, triumph and
heartbreak, creativity and ...

The ABCs of Black History

9780446676502
Grand Central Publishing
$21.99 USD
Paperback

With knowledge, spirit, good humor, and passion,
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR. brings to life a remarkable man whose
thoughts and actions speak to our most burning
contemporary issues and still inspire the desires,
hopes, and dreams of us all.

Written in his own words, this history-mak...

The Autobiography of Martin Luther King, Jr.

9781771383318
Kids Can Press
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

Separated from his family when they were forced to flee
their home, a young East African boy named Deo lives
alone in the Lukole refugee camp in Tanzania. With scarce
resources at the camp, bullies have formed gangs to steal
what they can, and a leader named Remy has begun
targeting Deo. Then one da...

The Banana-Leaf Ball: How Play Can Change
the World

 
RUNNING PRESS KIDS
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9781568585550
Bold Type Books
$24.99 USD
Paperback

"Brilliant, painful, enlightening, tearful, tragic, sad, and
funny, this photo-essay book is at its core about healing,
and about the social justice work that still needs to be
done in the era of hip-hop, Black Lives Matter, and the
historic presidency of Barack Obama." -- Kevin Powell,
author of Th...

The Black Panthers: Portraits from an
Unfinished Revolution

9780349017402
Virago
$19.99 USD
Paperback

Beauty
is a fat black woman
walking the fields
pressing a breezed
hibiscus
to her cheek
while the sun lights up
her feet
 
 Nichols gives us images that stare us straight in the eye,
images of joy, challenge, accusation. Her 'fat black woman'
is brash; rejoices in herself; poses awkward questions to...

The Fat Black Woman's Poems: Virago 50th
Anniversary Edition

9781538705483
Grand Central Publishing
$28.00 USD
Hardcover

The unknown story of the Black pioneerswho
collectively changed the face of the NFL in 1946.

THE FORGOTTEN FIRST chronicles the lives of four
incredible men, the racism they experienced as Black
players entering a segregated sport, the burden of
expectation they carried, and their many achievements,...

The Forgotten First: Kenny Washington, Woody
Strode, Marion Motley, Bill Willis, and the Breaking
of the NFL Color Barrier

9781931930635
Nicholas Brealey
$24.95 USD
Paperback

Learn how Anglos and Latinos, America's fastest
growing minority group, can successfully live and
work together.

Although the Rio Grande may be the physical dividing line
between Latin America and the United States, an invisible
border - a cultural one - also divides Latinos and those in
the mainstre...

The Invisible Border: Latinos in America

9780316461542
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$17.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

In this "exquisite" (Shelf Awareness) "affirming"
(Kirkus), and "empowering visual essay"
(Publishers Weekly) the bestselling author of I
Love My Hair! joins forces with the dynamic
photography duo behind Glory to create a stunning
celebration of the many things you can be!

What will you choose to be...

The Me I Choose To Be

9781645036920
Bold Type Books
$29.00 USD
Hardcover

A damning exploration of the many ways in which
the effects and logic of anti-black colonialism
continue to inform our modern world.

Colonialism and imperialism are often thought to be
distant memories, whether they're glorified in Britain's
collective nostalgia or taught as a sin of the past in hist...

The New Age of Empire: How Racism and
Colonialism Still Rule the World

9780316098762
Back Bay Books
$16.99 USD
Paperback

Award-winning reporter Jodi Kantor takes readers
deep inside the White House in an "insightful and
evocative" portrait of Barack and Michelle Obama
(Chicago Tribune) that will surprise even readers
who thought they knew the two icons. 

When Barack Obama won the 2008 presidential election,
he also wo...

The Obamas

9780316513289
Back Bay Books
$18.99 USD
Paperback

Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award in
Biography

In this critically acclaimed true crime tale of
"welfare queen" Linda Taylor, a Slate editor reveals
a "wild, only-in-America story" of political
manipulation and murder (Attica Locke, Edgar
Award-winning author).

On the South Side of Chica...

The Queen: The Forgotten Life Behind an
American Myth
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9781771385589
Kids Can Press
$10.99 USD
Paperback

In this unique nonfiction picture book, the main character
is a bicycle that starts its life like so many bicycles in North
America, as a child’s favorite mode of transportation. Leo
treasures his bicycle so much he gives it a name — Big
Red. But eventually Leo outgrows Big Red and decides to
donat...

The Red Bicycle: The Extraordinary Story of One
Ordinary Bicycle

9781771380232
Kids Can Press
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

In this unique nonfiction picture book, the main character
is a bicycle that starts its life like so many bicycles in North
America, being owned and ridden by a young boy. The
boy, Leo, treasures his bicycle so much he gives it a name
--- Big Red. But eventually Leo outgrows Big Red, and this
is whe...

The Red Bicycle: The Extraordinary Story of One
Ordinary Bicycle

9780316480680
Voracious
$38.00 USD
Hardcover

An Eater Best Cookbook of Fall 2020 • This
groundbreaking new cookbook from chef,
bestselling author, and TV star Marcus Samuelsson
celebrates contemporary Black cooking in 150
extraordinarily delicious recipes.

It is long past time to recognize Black excellence in the
culinary world the same way it...

The Rise: Black Cooks and the Soul of American
Food: A Cookbook

9781546034421
WorthyKids
$7.99 USD
Board Book

Teach little learners about beloved civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. with this 200-word
board book.

This little book introduces Martin Luther King Jr., an iconic
leader of the civil rights movement. Simple, toddler-
friendly text tells how King grew up, how he became a
minister, and how he w...

The Story of Martin Luther King Jr.

9781546034438
WorthyKids
$7.99 USD
Board Book

Teach little learners about Rosa Parks' brave stand
for civil rights with this 200-word board book.

This little book introduces Rosa Parks, the "mother of the
civil rights movement." Simple, toddler-friendly text tells
the story of her courageous decision to remain on a bus in
Montgomery, Alabama -- ...

The Story of Rosa Parks

9781538737897
Grand Central Publishing
$22.00 USD
Hardcover

From a Pulitzer Prize finalist and New York Times
bestselling author and poet comes a galvanizing
meditation on the power of art and culture to
illuminate America's unresolved problem with race.

*Named a Most Anticipated Title of 2022 by
TIME magazine, New York Times, Bustle, and
more*

In the midst of...

The Trayvon Generation

9780316475136
LB Kids
$8.99 USD
Board Book

This board book edition of Little Dreamers:
Visionary Women Around the World by #1 New
York Times bestselling author Vashti Harrison is a
beautiful first book to teach your little dreamers to
follow all their biggest ideas.
 
Featuring eighteen women creators, ranging from writers
to inventors, ar...

Think Big, Little One

9780316257671
Back Bay Books
$17.99 USD
Paperback

In this "vital book for these times" (Kirkus
Reviews), Don Lemon brings his vast audience and
experience as a reporter and a Black man to
today's most urgent question: How can we end
racism in America in our lifetimes? 

The host of CNN Tonight with Don Lemon is more popular
than ever. As America’s on...

This Is the Fire: What I Say to My Friends About
Racism

 
KIDS CAN PRESS
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9780316417525
Little, Brown and
Company
$35.00 USD
Hardcover

A breathtaking poetry collection on hope, heart,
and heritage from the most prominent and
promising Black poets and writers of our
time, edited by Why Fathers Cry at Night author
and #1 New York Times bestselling author Kwame
Alexander.

In this comprehensive and vibrant poetry anthology,
bestsellin...

This Is the Honey: An Anthology of
Contemporary Black Poets

9780762495863
Running Press Adult
$29.00 USD
Hardcover

In this one-of-a-kind Hollywood history, the creator
of Instagram's celebrated @ThisWasHollywood
reveals the forgotten past of the film world in a
dazzling visual package modeled on the classic fan
magazines of yesteryear.

From former screen legends who have faded into
obscurity to new revelations ab...

This Was Hollywood: Forgotten Stars and
Stories

9780759557017
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$18.99 USD
Hardcover

Finalist for the YALSA Excellence in Nonfiction for
Young Adults Award 

New York Times bestselling author Michael Eric
Dyson and critically acclaimed author Marc Favreau
show how racial inequality permeates every facet
of American society, through the lens of those
pushing for meaningful change
 
The...

Unequal: A Story of America

9780316552967
Black Dog & Leventhal
$29.99 USD
Hardcover

Hundreds of stunning images from Black history
have been buried in the New York Times photo
archives for decades. Four Times staff members
unearth these overlooked photographs and
investigate the stories behind them in this
remarkable collection.  

New York Times photo editor Darcy Eveleigh made an u...

Unseen: Unpublished Black History from the New
York Times Photo Archives

9781541600256
Basic Books
$18.99 USD
Paperback

“An elegant and expansive history” (New
York Times) of African American women’s pursuit
of political power—and how it
transformed America   
 
In Vanguard, acclaimed historian Martha S. Jones offers a
new history of African American women’s political lives in
America. She recounts how they defied both...

Vanguard: How Black Women Broke Barriers,
Won the Vote, and Insisted on Equality for All

9780786808328
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
$20.99 USD
Hardcover Picture Book

In this New York Times bestselling classic,
Caldecott Medal-winning artist Kadir Nelson tells
the incredible story of baseball's unsung heroes --
perfect for celebrating the centennial anniversary
of the Negro Leagues!

Winner of the Coretta Scott King Author Award and
Robert F. Siebert Award

Featuri...

We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League
Baseball (Coretta Scott King Author Award
Winner)

9781474621069
Weidenfeld & Nicolson
$19.99 USD
Paperback

When Thomas Harding discovered that his family had
profited from slavery, he set out to interrogate the choices
of his ancestors and Britain's role in this terrible history. His
investigation took him to Demerara (now Guyana), the
site of an uprising by enslaved people in 1823, the largest
in the Br...

White Debt: The Demerara Uprising and Britain’s
Legacy of Slavery

9780465060689
Basic Books
$21.99 USD
Paperback

The classic, New York Times-bestselling book on
the psychology of racism that shows us how to talk
about race in America.

Walk into any racially mixed high school and you will see
Black, White, and Latino youth clustered in their own
groups. Is this self-segregation a problem to address or a
coping ...

Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together
in the Cafeteria?: And Other Conversations
About Race

 
LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
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9781787839724
Summersdale
$9.99 USD
Hardcover

A stylish little gift book full of inspirational,
empowering quotes and uplifting affirmations from
Black legends from all walks of life, from politics to
musicians to literary greats – a perfect gift and a
great reminder of the power of words.

The world is full of Black heroes whose talent, strength...

Wise Words from Black Icons: Quotes To
Empower, Uplift And Inspire

 
SUMMERSDALE
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